
Beyond the Headlines by James Frazier

Local Investing Opportunities
Right now, around the country, groups of citizens both small 
and large are reclaiming their money as a force for positive 
social change. Whether as natural investors, local currency 
groups, the Slow Money Alliance, or others, this grass-roots 
movement is rapidly evolving, creating the potential for big 
changes in our basic relationship with money.

One of the values that many of these people share is a 
passion for their local community. They want to support 

the local businesses that are 
owned by, and employ, their 
neighbors, friends, and family. 
One great way to do that is 
to invest in them. Here in my 
hometown of Port Townsend, 
Washington, a group called the 
Local Investing Opportunities 
Network, or LION, has been 
successfully helping that happen 
by connecting local businesses 
with local investors.

LION members were inspired 
to come together for a variety 
of reasons. Some of them have 
been successfully investing 
in local businesses for many 
years, often in ad-hoc groups, 
and realized that they could 
have a much greater collective 
impact by getting organized 
and working together. Everyone 
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Holistic Solutions by Christopher Peck

Get in the STREAM: 
A new framework for building wealth 
I used to work at a native plant nursery in Santa Fe, New 
Mexico, and folks would come in and ask about grass for 
their lawn: “it needs to be very drought tolerant, soft for my 
grandchildren to play on, green year round, not invasive into 
my garden beds, and did I mentioned really low water use?” 
My fl ip but accurate response, depending on how amiable 
the person appeared, was often, “Have you considered 
Astroturf?”

Similarly, one of the most frequent calls I get as a fi nancial 
planner is from a worried soul in their late fi fties who tells 
me “I have almost nothing saved for retirement. I need 
help saving as much money as possible, as quick as I can, 
but I have a very low risk tolerance and I’m worried about 
job security. Can you help me?” My reply: “full STREAM 
ahead!”

Both situations require humor and unconventional thinking. 
Speed and simplicity are at the heart of solving this problem. 
In that spirit, I have a new idea. At least, I think it’s a new idea 
because I haven’t seen it anywhere else. It won’t change the 
world, but I think it simplifi es 
retirement planning and wealth 
building. I call it STREAM. 

I love acronyms! Hold on to 
your hat for the decoding: a 
Sustainable and Suffi cient Single 
Source of Take-home Revenues 
Exceeding Expenses And 
Maintenance (so, SSSSTREEAM 
if you want to go all the way). 
In a sentence, a STREAM is 
an independent source of 
income suffi cient to cover your 
complete living expenses.  

If your complete living expenses 
are $50,000 a year, then for 
you to have one STREAM, 
you need one independent 
source of income of at least 
$50,000. I stress the phrase 
“complete living expenses” 
because folks frequently forget 
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about expenses that are not monthly: tires for the car, the 
roof needs new shingles, or taxes are due (yes, people forget 
about their taxes). All of those expenses are to be included in 
“complete living expenses.” This is Exceeding Expenses and 
Maintenance in my epic acronym. 

Let’s unpack what these terms mean. The abundant allit-
eration of Sustainable and Suffi cient Single Source contains 
several important concepts. Sustainable has two meanings 
here: able to be sustained over time, and done in a way that 
enhances life. Enhancing life is easy for us natural investors 
to understand, so I won’t ramble on about that. Sustainable 
over time is an important reminder, since some sources of 
income occur once, or for a couple years, but don’t have 
much likelihood of continuing in the years ahead. Think 
fl ipping condos in an up market, versus a mixed portfolio 
of bonds. 

Suffi cient means that the revenues need to simply cover 
expenses and maintenance. Suffi ciency reminds us that 
the most immediate path to creating a STREAM is through 
cutting expenses: the rigorous application of the principle 
of thrift. A Source is wherever income fl ows from: your 
job, dividends from an investment account, profi ts from 
a business, or profi ts from owning rental property. Most 
people have many sources but not a single STREAM. I stress 
that if you’re in a hurry and you’re worried about security, 
build a STREAM from a Single Source. We’ve been through 

some harrowing times fi nancially in the last several years: 
job loss, devaluations in the real estate market, and a roller 
coaster stock market. Living on one STREAM when you have 
several, builds in a safety net and accelerates progress. 

Take-home Revenues is the kind of distinction a fi nancial 
planner enjoys, but here it means cash you can count on in 
the bank, year in and year out. Unrealized gains don’t count, 
and even realized gains from a portfolio don’t count: you 
need reliable fl ow of cash in hand.

There’s another factor to address here, regarding the time 
required to keep your STREAM fl owing. The STREAM that 

one can generate from employment requires full time work 
and effort, but the STREAM that fl ows from an investment 
portfolio requires considerably less time and effort (though 
it’s not zero). The time required to keep a STREAM fl owing 
falls on a continuum. Real estate portfolios are somewhere 
in the middle, between market investments and a job. Of 
course the point is to transition to STREAMs that have a low 
time requirement. 

Here’s the simple plan I convey to worried pre-retirees: fi rst, 
get one STREAM established. Focus next on having your 
partner build their income to another STREAM. Maintain 
diligence on reining in expenses. With two STREAMs, live 
on the smaller one and invest the rest (I know, this is radical 
and hard. It’s the Astroturf solution). At a safe 5% return, 
and investing one STREAM, it’ll take 12-13 years to have 
a third STREAM—and your fi rst STREAM not based on 
employment income. You’ve established more security, and 
the ability to retire when you’re ready to. Vicki Robin and 
Joel Dominguez call this the “cross-over point,” when your 
returns from an investment portfolio match your expenses. 
Real estate investing might help you create another STREAM 
more quickly, as might self-employment on the side. 

You can clarify your expenses using Quicken, www.mint.
com, paper spreadsheets, or whatever form works for 
you. You’ll probably need to dramatically trim expenses. 
Getting to one STREAM is no small feat; almost everyone, 
regardless if they make $50,000 a year or $250,000, spends 
more than they make. “Hand-to-mouth” disease transcends 
income level. 

To speed your progress, I recommend two STREAMs. That’s 
when signifi cant progress can be made, and you can really 
start to save and invest aggressively. By aggressively I don’t 
mean high risk; I mean that saving half your income takes 
a huge effort. There are personal and relationship factors 
that make living on one STREAM when you’re making two 
quite challenging. “We’re making so much money, and 
we’re working hard, why can’t we buy this widget or take 
this cruise?” Finding a balance between fi scal discipline and 
enjoying the day-to-day is one of life’s great challenges. 

I like STREAM because it’s an easy-to-use framework that 
highlights the next steps needed. It’s honest: it’s not trying to 
deceive anyone that building wealth is easy. In fact, it clarifi es 
why building wealth and retiring early is so challenging. It’s 
motivating: if you need to retire soon, you’re going to have 
to plan and work and save, for many years – not forty, but 
more than ten. 

Hopefully this simple notion – and the unique ways it comes 
together for you – can help!
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saw the benefi t of local investing: money invested locally 
stays local and continues to benefi t the community through a 
“multiplier” effect as dollars are spent and then re-spent many 
times, circulating as the lifeblood of the local economy. 

After many months of considering various organizational 
models, LION was formed as a membership-based network 
in late 2008. People that want to invest locally can easily join 
by agreeing to a basic set of guidelines for confi dentiality, 
group decision-making, and confl ict resolution. Local 
business owners or startup entrepreneurs are invited 
to submit their business plan (or a brief “investing 
opportunity summary”) which is then emailed to 
all LION members. Each member can evaluate the 
investing opportunity and contact the business owner 
directly if they are interested in learning more. The 
potential investor and business owner may proceed to 
negotiate the terms and ultimately strike a deal directly 
with each other. LION is not a part of the actual 
investment process at all. It is not an investment club 
or investment fund that makes collective investment 
decisions; nor does it give investment advice. LION 
members are encouraged to consult their own professional 
advisors, if needed, before making investment decisions.

Local investing has many unique considerations and risks. 
Each transaction takes time to negotiate and complete. At any 
given time, there may be few local investing opportunities 
that are a good match for a given investor’s interests and risk 
tolerance. Instead of being geographically diversifi ed, every 
local investment, by defi nition, is subject to the risks inherent 
in its locale, including regional economic weakness, natural 
disasters, and the like. Diversifi cation, which is the practice 
of spreading money across a wide variety of investments, is 
the single most important way to reduce investment risk; yet 
it is very diffi cult to achieve through local investing alone. 
For these reasons, most LION members use a relatively small 
portion of their total investable assets for local investing. 
The rest of their portfolios are often invested in diversifi ed 
socially responsible investments, real estate, and other 
typical investments.

In spite of the risks, and the weak economy, from the 
inception of LION to the date of this writing, none of the local 
investments of LION members have failed! The vast majority 
of investments, which range in size from a few thousand to 
a few hundred thousand dollars, are interest-bearing loans 
that continue to generate reliable payments. Most businesses 
fi nd that they can pay less interest to local investors than 
they would have paid to a bank, and most local investors 
are receiving more interest than they would have received 
on their savings account. Of course, an investment in a local 
business may not be as secure as money in an FDIC-insured 

bank, which is why higher, but still reasonable, interest rates 
are justifi ed—typically in the fi ve to ten percent range.

The best part of local investing, without a doubt, is being 
able to sample the goods, so to speak. Local investors have 
funded a goat dairy which is now producing delicious goat 
cheese. The new bicycle shop downtown was fi nanced by 
local investors alongside the owners. Local citizens have 
invested in small real estate developments, several farms, 

an award-winning creamery, 
a hostel, private schools, retail 
stores, and even a nightclub/
restaurant! Taken together, 
the local businesses that have 
benefi tted from local investing 
are as diverse and colorful as the 
community itself.

As LION has succeeded in 
its mission of facilitating local 
investment, it has been receiving 
increased interest from the media 

and other communities that want to learn more about how it 
works. The key is to work within a fairly tight-knit community 
– whether it is a small town, a neighborhood in a larger town, 
or simply an extended group of friends.  Keeping each local 
investing group small is important because of securities laws 
which require an expensive and time-consuming registration 
process for any business that offers securities to the public. 
Though it is everyone’s responsibility to ensure they are 
complying with securities laws, which are different in every 
state, in many cases, there are exemptions for non-public 
offerings where there is a pre-existing relationship between 
the business owner and the investor. It is within small 
communities of people that pre-existing relationships either 
already exist, or can be created easily.

This, in turn, highlights another benefi t of keeping things 
small and local: interpersonal relationships are created and 
developed, and in turn, the local community is strengthened.  
This is the way I imagine that all investment deals were 
done before the advent of global securities trading. LION, 
and other groups like it, are facilitating the return of the 
small, local, handshake business deal that helps not just 
the individuals involved, but the larger community as well, 
and in a way, the whole globalized world that is just now 
beginning to remember the virtues of being local.

If you would like to learn more about LION, and how you 
might set up a similar organization in your neighborhood, 
check out the LION web site at www.L2020.org/lion and 
feel free to contact me directly at (360) 379-0295 or james@
confi so.com.

Beyond the Headlines continued from cover
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Impact Investing
by Malaika Maphalala

In April, I’ll be participating in a fi rst-of-its-kind conference 
in Portland, Oregon. RevV 2010 – short for ReVisioning 
Value – is bringing together leaders in the fi elds of impact 
investing and social innovation to discuss new models that 
will increase the fl ow of capital to organizations, projects, 
and businesses working toward a more just and sustainable 
world. ReVV 2010 is part of a relatively new movement 
looking at using investment dollars 
rather than charitable dollars to fi nance 
innovations that address society’s 
greatest problems.  

Poverty, hunger, environmental degra-
dation, medical care for the world’s 
poorest people – these have been issues 
typically addressed by government 
programs and by non-profi ts funded 
by grants and charity. But the charity 
model has been hampered by some 
critical shortcomings: the limited supply 
of donor capital, and the diffi culty 
charity seems to have in creating truly sustainable change. 
The available dollars only go so far and, though vital in situa-
tions of immediate crisis, charity can hinder independence 
in those it serves. And, because charity inevitably runs out, 
it often fails to produce lasting change.  

The tremendous success of micro fi nance is one inspiration 
for a new approach. Here, small loans made to the poor to 
fund small businesses have been shown to support people in 
the climb out of poverty. Many are realizing that the business 
model and its market driven dollars offer the needed power 
and speed to create deep, lasting social change, and that 
charity cannot go it alone. Recent years saw the rise of social 
enterprise: for-profi t business with a social mission at its heart. 
Now, we see the emergence of its natural partner, impact 
investing: investment opportunities in companies and social 
enterprises solving social and environmental problems.

To support social enterprise, new legal business entities are 
being created that avoid the inherent limitations of both tradi-
tional business and non-profi t models. The legal structure 
of a regular business requires it to have a single fi duciary 
responsibility: achieve a maximum return to shareholders. 
This obligation to maximize shareholder profi t can force a 
company with a social vision as its core mission to move 
in directions counter to its intention. However, a non-profi t 
501(c)3 is legally precluded from attracting the kind of capital 
that really meets the scale of need. Hence, the development 

of entities like the L3C and B Corporations, which are essen-
tially hybrid models that place social goals at the center of 
for-profi t business. The B Corporations are enterprises that 
build strong social and environmental standards into their 
governance documents and operations. L3C’s combine 
social advantages of a 501(c)3 with fi nancial advantages of a 
Limited Liability Corporation, allowing them to gain access 
to many different classes of investors, from individuals 
and for-profi ts, to non-profi t foundations and government 
agencies; the L3C corporate structure is beginning to be 

legally recognized by some states, and 
is designed to facilitate IRS regulatory 
compliance as well. 

The emerging fi eld of impact investing 
is expected to grow rapidly. Because 
investment with the expectation of 
fi nancial returns is a self-replenishing 
pool of capital, it invites a wider range 
of participants willing to engage larger 
portions of their portfolios in doing 
good. A recent study funded by the 
Rockefeller Foundation estimates that 
impact investment could grow to $500 

billion within the next ten years. Right now, the fi eld is most 
open to high net worth, accredited investors who have a 
number of innovative investment opportunities available to 
them. One bright example is the Acumen Capital Markets 
Fund, which uses investment dollars to address global 
poverty by creating and expanding businesses in developing 
countries that both employ and serve people at the bottom 
of the economic pyramid. These social enterprises deliver 
affordable, critical goods and services like health care, water, 
housing, and energy. A new frontier for impact investing is 
to create more vehicles open to non-accredited investors. 
Just a handful of these currently exist, including the Calvert 
Foundation’s Community Investment Notes, which direct 
10% of funds to social enterprises and 35% to micro fi nance, 
and RSF Social Finance’s Social Investment Fund which 
invests in organizations and projects focusing on food, 
agriculture, education, the arts, and ecological stewardship.  

Many people are currently working to increase the effi ciency 
of impact investing, widen the arena for greater investor 
participation, and encourage development of high quality, 
investable social enterprises to meet the growing supply of 
capital. The newly formed Global Impact Investing Network 
(see globalimpactinvestingnetwork.org) is committed to 
research, information sharing, and development of standards 
to measure social impact and performance. With continued 
collaborative effort, impact investing may become a major 
driver of positive social change in our near future. 

Building Sustainable Community
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Progressing in Fits and Starts
by Scott Secrest AAMS®, Director of Investment Research

The remarkable rise in the stock market running from last 
March through mid-January of this year was welcome relief 
for investors still feeling the sting of the seventeen months of 
general decline that preceded it. The fi rst quarter of the new 
year brought more mixed results as we saw the stock market 
move lower in late January and early February. However, by 
mid-February the upward trend resumed and at quarter-end 
markets were reaching their recovery high-water marks.  

In spite of the improved stock market, we have not seen 
much enthusiasm return among investors in general. This 
may be attributed to persistent weaknesses that we can all 
see remaining in the broader economy, including stubbornly 
high unemployment, a wobbly real estate market, resurgent 
weakness in consumer confi dence, and tight credit avail-
ability. However, experienced investors know that an 
overly optimistic investing public can lead to the risk of an 
overheated market. So, we don’t regard this tepid enthusiasm 
as a negative.

Periodic pullbacks in the market as the recovery progresses 
– as we saw in late February – are to be expected. Though 
Natural Investment client portfolios may have recovered well 
thus far, keep in mind that the stock market itself is still well 
below its all-time highs in October of 2007. So, we are very 

much in a recovery mode, and this is against a backdrop 
of a weakened economy. As such, fi ts and starts are to be 
expected for the foreseeable future.

In regard to the overall economy, in spite of the problem 
areas mentioned above, the data still points to recovery. The 
manufacturing sector, which suffered mightily during the 
recession, has largely led the recovery to this point. More 
recently the service sector – the nation’s largest – has begun 
to catch-up, with relevant indicators showing their strongest 
growth since October of 2007.

The employment picture continues to be problematic as 
employers have still not stepped forward in a convincing 
way with signifi cant hiring. An important employment index 
recently showed that unemployment continues to rise; 
however, the rate of increase was the lowest since April of 
2008. While not exactly a cause for celebration, this does 
suggest that the employment situation is improving.

In response to the now dubbed “Great Recession,” the Fed 
and other government entities took dramatic steps in an 
unprecedented array of ways to stave off a broad fi nancial 
collapse, which they anticipated in the absence of such 
actions. Some of these programs are beginning to wind 
down and others will gradually phase out as we go forward.  
As these supports are withdrawn, we will carefully monitor 
the response of the economy.  

Among the measures still in place is the Fed policy of 
maintaining very low interest rates through its control of 
the federal funds rate. A looming question as the economy 
improves is when the Fed will begin to increase interest rates, 
to avoid creating a high-infl ation environment in the future.

This is a key question, as there are broad potential impacts 
to rising interest rates, including creating a less-hospitable 
environment for the stock and bond markets. There are 
about as many opinions about when the Fed might begin 
to raise rates as there are analysts out there. However, there 
seems to be a sense that barring any signifi cant develop-
ments, an October or November time frame might be a 
reasonable guess.  

A major event sure to affect the fi nancial markets in the 
future was the landmark health care reform legislation 
passed by congress and signed into law in March. This will 
create whole new classes of investment opportunities and 
risks. Most socially responsible investors have long believed 
that the health care system in the U.S. was broken, and have 
long sought solution-oriented companies for investment in 
the health care sector. We only see opportunities becoming 
greater here.

Also, fi nancial markets are still dissecting the potential 
impacts of the climate change summit in Copenhagen late 
last year. Unfortunately, the conference was noteworthy due 
to the lack of consensus on any signifi cant agreement or path 
forward. A big question was who should pay for the world’s 
clean energy transformation – the emerging economies 
whose emissions are rising at a dramatic rate, or the estab-
lished world powers who have already reached high living 
standards largely due to years of carbon-intensive growth. 
While this question is hotly debated, we can be sure that 
whatever reforms take place will be largely implemented by 
cleantech companies around the world, many of which are 
already included in Natural Investment portfolios.

What’s up on Wall Street
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Calvert International Opportunities Fund
by Scott Secrest AAMS®, Director of Investment Research

Socially responsible investors have been especially interested 
in diversifying into international stock markets. Doing so 
broadens the spectrum of different currencies, economies, 
geographic strengths, and economic cycles in which an 
investor is participating. This diversification helps decrease 
the overall risk of an otherwise domestic-only portfolio, 
and can increase the overall potential portfolio returns. In 
addition, and equally important to many natural investors, 
international investing reflects a commitment to thinking and 
acting globally.

The management team at Natural Investments also knows 
that diversifying investments among the stocks of large, 

mid-sized, and small companies makes sense, since these 
markets don’t always move in tandem. However, it wasn’t 
until the Calvert International Opportunities Fund became 
available a just a few years back that socially responsible 
investors had the option to both diversify into international 
markets, and to invest in smaller and mid-sized companies 
in those markets using a mutual fund.

Calvert is among the oldest and most respected names in 
socially responsible investing. They are lauded for their 
comprehensive and rigorous processes for identifying 
well-run, sustainability-oriented companies for inclusion in 
their funds, and for great diligence in spotting companies 
with problematic processes or practices for green investors. 

Calvert is also one of the more proactively engaged members 
of the sustainable investment community. One especially 

Making a Difference
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Up Next: Financial Reform
by Michael Kramer

With Obama legislative priority #1 – the health care reform 
bill – now behind us, next up for the Senate will be the long-
awaited package of reforms for the financial services sector 
that the Administration offered in mid-July. A recent national 
Pew poll showed that 60% of Americans want the federal 
government to implement financial reform, and while the 
House of Representatives passed its version of the bill in 
December of last year, the Senate is expected to address it 
now. As we saw with health care, the bill-passing process is 
often messy, as good intentions wrangle with the “art of the 
possible.” While the exact shape of the Senate bill remains to 
be seen, the House version maintained most of the Obama 
team’s key initiatives.

The Administration’s proposals aim to maintain the stability 
of the financial system through enhanced macroeconomic 
(system-scale) analysis, regulating the risky financial 
instruments that have been blamed for contributing to 
the financial crisis, and protecting consumers from risky 
financial products that have also been blamed for their role 
in the crisis. It creates a new quasi-independent watchdog, 
housed at the Federal Reserve, with the authority to ensure 
American consumers get the clear, accurate information 
they need to shop for mortgages, credit cards, and other 
financial products, and protect them from hidden fees, 
abusive terms, and deceptive practices.

The legislation establishes a council to identify and address 

systemic risks posed by large, complex companies, 
products, and activities before they threaten the stability of 
the economy. It also increases transparency and account-
ability by eliminating loopholes that allow risky and abusive 
practices to go on unnoticed and unregulated (e.g., deriva-
tives, asset-backed securities, hedge funds, mortgage brokers, 
and payday lenders). And, it provides tough new rules for 
transparency and accountability for credit rating agencies.

The bill streamlines bank supervision to create clarity and 
accountability and protects the dual banking system that 
supports community banks with a separate supervisory 
structure. It mandates that shareholders have a say on pay 
and corporate affairs via non-binding votes on executive 
compensation. Finally, the legislation strengthens oversight 
and empowers regulators to aggressively pursue financial 
fraud, conflicts of interest, and manipulation of the system 
that benefit special interests at the expense of the general 
public.

Meanwhile, a landmark agreement between the U.S. and 
China has been reached, which will protect investors in the 
event of failures of brokerage firms. In November, the U.S. 
Securities Investor Protection Corporation and the China 
Securities Investor Protection Fund agreed to cooperate 
with one another on issues of cross-border compensation 
and to develop mechanisms for bilateral investor protection, 
including sharing information about changing laws, policies, 
rules, and conditions as well as collaboration on investor 
protection education programs. 

Mutual Fund Profile
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Mutual Fund Profi le continued from page 6

powerful program is their Calvert Women’s Principles (CWP), 
and the associated CWP Initiative, which introduces the 
CWP to organizations and investors, and provides practical 
guidance for implementation of the CWP in their companies 
or projects. Initiative partners recently participated in a 

March event sponsored by the U.N. Development Fund 
for Women to advance women in the workplace, which 
featured the CWP as a baseline for a set of global women’s 
principles. Please see www.calvert.com for more details on 
this program.

We now include the Calvert International Opportunities 
Fund for many clients because we feel that it addresses an 
important investment objective for clients needing this sort 
of market exposure, and because we have a high degree 
of confi dence in the fund manager, London-based F&C 
Management, which has run this fund since it began in 
2007. The fi rm has a global presence and deep resources for 
researching and investing in global markets, along with over 
twenty years experience in sustainable investing.

Through effective management, the fund was able to outpace 
the performance of the EAFE International Index last year, 
rising more than 34% for 2009. While international stocks 
carry additional investment risks, as do stocks of smaller 
companies, we believe that in the appropriate proportion 
and with careful monitoring, this fund is a valuable addition 
to many of our client portfolios.*
*This is not a recommendation to invest in this fund. Please speak with your 
investment advisor for a complete discussion of your goals, risk tolerance and other 
factors for a complete investment recommendation which may or may not include 
this fund.

The Future of Natural Investing
by Hal Brill

I was recently lured away from my tranquil valley, traveling 
across the Colorado mountains into the hubbub of Boulder 
to partake in a conversation about “Impact Investing”. I’m 
always looking for ways to transform the way we work with 
money and can’t help but get excited about the quest to 
create new structures. Last issue I wrote about the “Slow 
Money” conference, another manifestation of the quickening 
impulse to shake up our fi nancial system and make it serve 
our vision of a healthy and prosperous planet. 

Impact investing is a fairly new handle for what we at NI 
have been doing for a long time: using money to solve social 
or environmental challenges while generating fi nancial 
profi t. Although this is not new for us, we’re excited to see 
a sudden rise of passion and innovation around high impact 
investing. I’m not sure what’s causing it, whether it’s moving 
closer to the magical/ominous (depending on your outlook) 
2012, or the fact that the near collapse of the fi nancial 
system combined with the paralysis of our political system 
has fi nally awakened many from their slumber of compla-
cency. I’m just glad that we’ve got a lot of very smart people 
trying to fi gure out how to deploy capital to get us out of our 
multiple messes!

When we wrote Investing with Your Values over ten years 
ago, I pointed out that Wall Street is an appropriate name for 

the mainstream fi nancial system. It encourages us to hand 
our money through a wall when we invest, without being 
able to see the impact of our investments, good or bad. This 
idea was amplifi ed by Don Shaffer, President of RSF Social 
Finance, in his opening remarks in Boulder:

Today’s fi nancial world can be summed up as offering 
investments that are complex, opaque and anonymous, 
with a goal of short-term profi t. Where we need to get to is 
a new fi nancial system where transactions are direct, trans-
parent and personal, based on long term relationships.

By the way, RSF Social Capital (rsfsocialcapital.org) was 
founded in 1936 as the Rudolph Steiner Foundation; those of 
you familiar with Waldorf education will know of his work. 
In recent years they have moved far beyond grant-making 
to become one of the leading innovators of new fi nancial 
systems and products.

A friend of mine was speaking to energy-guru Amory Lovins 
recently and asked him if he was discouraged about the 
path our world is on. He said no, that he deals with people 
who are working on solutions, so there’s no time to be 
depressed. I left this meeting feeling the same, enlivened by 
the work so many are doing to channel money into regen-
erative projects, to build communities, and empower the 
poor. Here at NI we are working to bring the best of these 
ideas into our client’s portfolios so that we can all use our 
money to make an impact!
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